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Need and benefits



Supply Chain Management

Is a most important strategic coordination of business functi
ons within a corporation with the aim of achieving the fore
most efficient and optimised movement and storage of prod
ucts from point of origin to point of consumption.

As technology develops it becomes increasingly paramount 
for businesses to start to enhance processes, and more imp
ortantly technologies; nearly as good practice to stay before 
the inevitable developments and innovative enhancements 
within the Logistics industry.

An important start line to improving efficiency, and optimisi
ng supply chains, requires automation and adequate invest
ment in relevant technologies, which incorporates the utiliz
ation of computerised software and machines for a various 
assortment of Supply Chain processes, encompassing: inter
nal control , RFID software, WMS and ERP databases, and ad
ditionally, technology to enable warehouse automation and 
data collection, to holistically monitor facility performance.



Supply chain technology is benefitting the Logistics Industr
y in some ways , and is very wanted by manufacturers and l
ogisticians alike, to enable further improvements within th
eir supply chains, and successively , the extent of customer 
service they will offer. On the entire , integrating automatio
n into a supply chain, benefits the accuracy of labor comple
ted, whilst simultaneously ensuring businesses adhere to re
levant and mandatory compliance procedure. 



Some of the key Insights:

Optimized supply chains generally have 15% overall cost
s, less than 50% inventory holdings, and a faster cash-to-ca
sh cycle by nearly three times compared to under-optimiz
ed supply chains.

A recent report shows that by 2020, 65% of e-commerce 
operations will leverage automated robots within their fulf
illment practices.

Automated storage and retrieval systems can increase ac
curacy in orders by up to 99%
Manually traveling to and picking an order can account fo
r more than 50% of picking time.

Automation increases the efficiency and accuracy of mu
ndane tasks, but human employees are still very necessary 
for higher-level planning and relationship formation.

http://www.logisticsbureau.com/7-reasons-why-the-supply-chain-matters-to-business-success/
https://www.mhlnews.com/global-supply-chain/top-10-predictions-worldwide-supply-chains-2019
http://www.mhi.org/as-rs
https://www.conveyco.com/sortation-can-benefit-pick-system/


Automating the supply chain process could primarily drive 
value through indirect and direct operating expense reducti
on and through increasing revenue potential. additionally , 
there are major benefits that companies can reap by choosi
ng to automate their supply chain processes such as:

1.  Decreasing operating costs:
• Supply chain automation helps in the reduction of labor c
osts, inventory, warehousing, and overhead costs related to 
inventory storage, including rent, labor and energy costs.

2.   Increasing productivity
• By optimizing current resources, enabling round the clock 
work, companies can gain up to twenty percent more prod
uctivity in areas that are automated.

3.  Increasing Volume
• For manufacturers, automation allows for the rise of the 
quantity of products which will be produced. The technolo
gy will leave the incorporation of the talents of trained wor
kers with the accuracy of automated equipment, hence, inc
reasing productivity.

4.  Improving accuracy
• Automation can reduce errors related to manual process
es, which successively , helps plan cost control through pro
viding accurate, real-time information on inventory levels.



5.  Time savings:
• Through streamlining business processes, supply chain aut
omation boosts time savings by reducing the time related to 
implementing labor intensive tasks like accounting, saving m
anufacturers immense amount of your time and money.
Integrating with large suppliers
• The ability to integrate systems thereupon of huge supplie
rs is one among the main advantages of automating a suppl
y chain, because it enables a robust foundation of which all
ows more visibility between partners.

6.  Improving compliance:
• Automation can assist organizations with complying with i
ndustry standards through standardizing pricing, products a
nd vendors.

While automating tasks may be a far more convenient and 
efficient thanks to manage a supply chain and does provid
e immense benefits, managers and leaders within a corpor
ation may like better to be ready to track specific actions a
nd outputs. For that reason, many automation solutions pr
ovide a comprehensive & customizable dashboards that giv
e leaders visibility into all the required data and processes, 
which is why Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is vital to 
an automation project.



Some widely used  automation systems:

1. Supply Management – Machine Learning
2. Supply Logistics – Robotic Solutions
3. Supply Shipping – Driverless Vehicles

ERP software’s leave the automation and integration of core b
usiness processes. a number of these processes include sched
uling operation, inventory records, customer orders and finan
cial data. That said, ERP software’s can drive huge improveme
nts in terms of the efficiency and productivity of any organizat
ion, which incorporates distribution, manufacturing, finance, 
reporting and analysis. Automation was a luxury, but now it's 
a necessity for companies to survive during this competitive e
nvironments.


